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About This Game

Runeyana is an RPG that combines Hack and Slash action. It evokes a story of bravery, strength, courage, trust and the desire to
overcome destiny. Set in a deep, responsive, huge world, you will explore a beautiful sprawling land gaining the trust of various
species scattered throughout the world. As in real life, you will cope with internal racial tensions by obtaining their trust through

reputation. Use unique weapons and craft your character in both physical and psychological customisation.

Features

  Role Playing Game mixing Hack and Slash action
  Online trade and looting support

  Leveling up
  Learn your enemies’ abilities.

  Storyline based on the ancient gods of Runeyana
  Game goes through the bone age to the stone age

  Questing and NPC system
  Pet system too!

  Create your own army
  Buy your own buildings and hire guardians to protect yourself from players online. Become the King of Alteos by owning as

many buildings as possible.
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Title: Runeyana
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, RPG
Developer:
Blackturn Ltd
Publisher:
Blackturn Ltd
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP and newer

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Graphics: NVidia GeForce 8800

Sound Card: Integrated audio

English
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I grew up playing lots of side scrolling beat em ups in my local arcade. Final Fight was probably my overall favourite. This game
encapsulates the feeling and so much more. The graphics and art style is fantastic and its really well presented.
It will take quite some practice to build strategies on how to take down multiple foes but its a lot of fun doing it. There are
challenges for each level and a ton of achievemenmts which is always nice. If you like side scrolling beat em ups this defintely
for you. Oh and its offline co op as well, which is always great fun.. i almost peed myself. Wow, one of the best racing games I
have played in a long time. Still can't believe it was only \u00a32.00, definitely a worthy purchase. This game has quality tracks
and cars, the power-ups have been thoroughly thought through and are almost always different everytime. The soundtrack is
definitely also one of my top favourite things about this amazing game! Simply cannot believe this great game.. It's a very
simple game, so I like it.
There is no quest, no story, no upgrade.
one mistake, one death.
Sometimes traps and mobs make me annoying... yeah... I like it.. BIG PIECE OF CACA. Fake game, no game content..
Awesome game! I went to play the game and I also saw all the jumpscares but I am still afraid to play. Whenever I try to play I
just wind up closing the game. I am too scared to play but I just played I got through the first floor (7th floor) on my 5th try.
First time I got jumpscared I jumped and landed on my chest. Second time I actually played and got frustrated because DUH I
don't know how to play. I went to the tutorial and it showed me the controls and what to do. As other people pointed out, it
doesn't tell you what to do if "The Follower", "The Greeter", "The Waiter", or the "Devil Elmo" appear. So I watched some
videos on it and I saw what to do. Still uncertain about the "Devil Elmo" but It gave me some advice. I am glad about that. First,
seeing people fail ingame. Then, seeing what to do if they appear. It was quite enjoyable to watch. The jumpscares to me are
very affective and always catch me off guard. "The Follower" is really quick and hard to keep away. That I want fixed for easier
gameplay. It is still a fun and hard game to play and I still recommend it! So for those who want to play, play away!. The length
of that intro was unnecessary.. Absolute kino.

Update 26.4.2018: The game now has official English localization and rest of the story spellcards have been added. The netcode
is still trash.

Update 13.5.2018: I played through the whole story now that it's complete. The English localization has some minor problems
but I understood the plot. I really like the game now, but I still can't recommend it because the netplay is (still) horrendous.
Waiting for those netcode patches, Tasofro.

At the current state? No, I'm not recommending it. The game just has too many problems right now, including missing
spellcards in the story mode, missing sprites, and ♥♥♥♥♥♥ netcode. These are the current problems. Tasofro released the
game incomplete (they mentioned this before releasing) with the idea of updating it later on. So if we ignore the bugs that
(hopefully) are fixed soon, let's take a look at some other problems. The maximum resolution is 1280x720. Yes, really. They
couldn't even bother with 1920x1080. Now this might sound like nitpicking, but I'm sure more options wouldn't hurt. Alt-
tabbing from fullscreen will put the game back to windowed, which is not really a problem, you can just press Alt+Enter to get
back to fullscreen.

This is easily my favorite floater out of the three (13.5, 14.5, 15.5). I think the story is interesting, and if you want to support
ZUN and play some casual fightan, go for it.

And lastly, for the GNU/Linux folks out there, it works fine with Wine.[appdb.winehq.org]
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Hey buddy, I think you've got the wrong door, the leather club's two blocks down.

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2197You\u2198

Oh, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2642You leather man. Maybe you and I should settle it right here on the ring if you think your
so tough.

Oh yea? I'll kick your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

Ha! Yeah right man. Let's go! Why don't you get out of that leather stuff? I'll strip down out of this and we'll settle it right here
in the ring. What do you say?

Yeah, no problem buddy!

You got it. Get out of that uh, jabroni outfit.

Yeah, smart\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

I'll show you who's the boss of this gym.. I was really liking this game. But the constant crashes made it both frustrating and
unplayable. The game will only let me pass these game breaking bugs when it feels like it. Perhaps when they patch all those
bugs I'll return and finish the game but until then stay away.. I'll keep this short.

The premise of the story is interesting. Execution was perfect, however as many others have said, the longer you go into the
story the more "dragged on" it feels. It does have some interesting moments, and the unusual choice system is a really good
aspect of this VN.

Salyu is definitely best girl

Story: 7.5 /10
Characters: 7.8 /10

Is it worth the original full price? Maybe. All in all it honestly depends on whether you like these sorts of sci-fi Anime VN
genre. I'd reccommend getting it while it's on sale if you're curious enough!

. nice style,
but..
please give me more zombie's character~~. I really did not find this game enjoyable. I purchased it with only one review written
which was my mistake. The game is nothing more than walking through a maze of doors solving a couple simple puzzles to get
keys to the next maze of doors and on and on. No interesting storyline to accompany you through the dread either. I found it to
be a boring chore to play. In fact, I did not even finish it due to lack of interest. Countless rooms of boredom. What is even
more disturbing is that this game is actually on Steam and costs money. I find this to be worse than downloading a virus. Stay
away. Stay very far away.. I feel like a real nibba when I play this game!. Was a nice concept, but like many have said, poorly
exicuted and no updates in too long. Controls suck and many features do not seem to be implamented.. Feeling on the snow is
good, feels slow you have to be extra carefull snow patches affects the car.
but i think the ice patches are not on the spot. \u0131cy roads doesn't d\u0131ffer much from wet asphalt\u00e7
plus why there are no studded tires?

extra note: Maps should be free. I bought this map via Deluxe edition but this is shady business. main game literally has what 6
maps? nz and aus is same and boring for me. no one in the rally world likes usa maps. what we got is poland and spain... so 2 and
a half map...
there should be at least 10 locations and after that you can start selling maps.. Do not buy this game, the multiplay has not been
supported in over 5 years.. I don't like the story: the parts about the everyday life are ok, but when the "serious" stuff comes it
looks unlogical and unrealistic for me. Also I don't like that I need to complete all other endings to open the true one.
P.S. Some music tracks are really good.
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